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S.M.A.R.T.
1993

this book is a compilation of peer reviewed papers presented at international conference on machine intelligence
and data science applications midas 2021 held in comilla university cumilla bangladesh during 26 27 december 2021
the book covers applications in various fields like image processing natural language processing computer vision
sentiment analysis speech and gesture analysis etc it also includes interdisciplinary applications like legal
healthcare smart society cyber physical system and smart agriculture etc the book is a good reference for computer
science engineers lecturers researchers in machine intelligence discipline and engineering graduates

Machine Intelligence and Data Science Applications
2022-08-01

if you re a thriller fan and you re not reading the reacher series you re not a thriller fan chicago tribune jack
reacher is the most compelling hero in action and suspense today hailed by stephen king as the coolest continuing
series character now on offer and a household name for legions of fans who can t get enough of lee child s 1
bestsellers the truth about reacher gets better and better janet maslin the new york times once an elite military
cop reacher is now a man with no phone no address and no ties anywhere he wanders the land and lives in the moment
a cool headed righter of wrongs who can t let the bad guys get away with anything this addictive ebook bundle
features twelve reacher adventures which can be read in any order but fair warning once you start you won t stop
until you ve finished them all persuader the enemy one shot the hard way bad luck and trouble nothing to lose gone
tomorrow 61 hours worth dying for the affair a wanted man never go back also includes the ebook short stories
second son deep down and high heat as well as a preview of the highly anticipated new jack reacher thriller
personal praise for 1 bestselling author lee child and his reacher series child is a superb craftsman of suspense
entertainment weekly like his hero jack reacher lee child seems to make no wrong steps associated press lee child
is the current poster boy of american crime fiction los angeles times indisputably the best escape artist in this
escapist genre marilyn stasio the new york times jack reacher is much more like the heir to the op and marlowe
than spenser ever was reacher is as appealingly misanthropic as ever esquire for pure fun the reacher novels are
easily the best thriller series going npr widely admired by other writers as a master craftsman of action
thrillers the wall street journal implausible irresistible reacher remains just about the best butt kicker in
thriller lit kirkus reviews
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The Essential Jack Reacher 12-Book Bundle
2014-07-01

passion peril and a princess in hiding forced into hiding after a threat to her life princess gabriella st pierre
must protect both herself and her unborn child working at an orphanage the princess tries to suppress memories of
a passionate night long ago with whit howell her father s royal bodyguard and a man she never thought she d see
again when an attempted abduction occurs as princess gabriella is leaving the orphanage whit rescues her and vows
to keep her safe but how can he shepherd the princess back to her country without knowing who is orchestrating
these attacks and why it is the most important mission of his life and he d risk everything to save the one woman
he can t live without

The Princess Predicament
2013-03-05

the second world war was caused by one man adolf hitler winston churchill franklin delano roosevelt and joseph
stalin were called on by history to stop this menace in this book which includes new material the background
attitude and personalities of these men are explored in detail

Three Against One
2002

i was born a princess among criminals an untouchable among thieves heiress to a throne others have killed for and
one i d do anything to escape i want to start a new life with my first love diego but his ruthless brother
cristiano will do anything to claim me for himself because in the de la rosa family old grudges run deeper than
loyalty and betrayal is a three letter word war but in this feud between brothers i m the prize a passionate tale
of underworld romance and arranged marriage that includes three full length novels violent delights violent ends
and violent triumphs praise for white monarch exciting and suspenseful and sexy and breathtaking usa today
bestselling author lauren rowe addictive and deliciously promising usa today bestselling author rs grey
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White Monarch Trilogy: The Complete Collection
2022-01-18

the seals of shadow force will take you on undercover and make you risk it all meet the men and women that make up
the shadow force international family under the supervision of beatrice reese the former seals spies and tech
experts risk their lives every day against terrorists crime lords and serial killers along the way they fight to
protect the ones they love and gain their happily ever afters this special collection includes seven fast paced
action packed romantic suspense novels filled with alpha males strong heroines and sizzling romance this
collection will keep you reading late into the night enthralled from beginning to end books in the seals of shadow
force series fatal truth trace and savanna fatal honor miles and charlotte fatal courage jax and ruby fatal love
cal and beatrice connor and sabrina fatal vision colton and shelby connor and sabrina fatal thrill jon and jaya
risk noah and jena seals of shadow force box set books 1 7 quantity

SEALs of Shadow Force Romantic Suspense Series Box Set, Books 1-7
2022-01-18

powerful romantic suspense that i d highly recommend reader review the seals of shadow force will take you on
undercover and make you risk it all meet the men and women that make up the shadow force international family
under the supervision of beatrice reese the former seals spies and tech experts risk their lives every day against
terrorists crime lords and serial killers along the way they fight to protect the ones they love and gain their
happily ever afters this special boxed collection includes the fast paced action packed romantic suspense novels
fatal truth fatal honor and fatal courage filled with alpha males strong heroines and sizzling romance this
collection will keep you reading late into the night enthralled from beginning to end

SEALs of Shadow Force Romantic Suspense Series Box Set, Books 1-3
2019-12-13

it has been adapted into comic evil matchbecause of framed by her trusted friends she was forced to jump off the
cliff but did not die when she opened her eyes again she found that she had been reborn to a poor girl in ancient
times the girl was stunned by her father s abuse just because her father wanted her to marry lord nine who had a
bad reputation but she didn t want to such a girl born with hardships while being bullied by her stepmother and
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calculated by her father decided in despair to live strong after all life only has hope when she survives she
married lord nine and found that lord nine was not as terrible as rumors and she gradually fell in love with this
gentle and kind man but there are countless difficulties and obstacles in the future how will she solve all these
problems smoothly about the author ji xie jian pan an author of online novels she is good at writing romance
novels she wrote the legend of the resourceful princess with exquisite emotional descriptions and distinctive
characters which has been loved by readers

The Legend of the Resourceful Princess
2020-04-14

a business minded person sees many things in life as purely transactional a business minded person is expected to
be direct open and fair that way that person saves time effort and the relationship a business minded person is
expected to know how to use almost everything for profit

Are You Business Minded?
2021-11-23

named for the anarchist utopia in ursula k le guin s science fiction classic the dispossessed dispatches from
anarres embodies the anarchic spirit of le guin s hometown of portland oregon while paying tribute to her enduring
vision in stories that range from fantasy to sci fi to realism some of portland s most vital voices have come
together to celebrate le guin s lasting legacy and influence on that most subversive of human faculties the
imagination fonda lee s old souls explores the role of violence and redemption across time and space rachael k
jones s the night bazaar for women turning into reptiles touches on gender oppression and a woman s right to
choose molly gloss s wenonah s gift imagines coming of age in a post collapse culture determined to avoid past
wrongs and lidia yuknavitch s neuron reveals that fairy tales may in fact be the best way to understand the
paradoxes of science other contributors include curtis chen kesha ajọsẹ fisher juhea kim tina connolly david d
levine leni zumas rene denfeld and michelle ruiz keil with a foreword by david naimon co author with le guin of
ursula k le guin conversations on writing
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Focus On: 100 Most Popular Fox Network Shows
2011-11-01

the first in a series set in d d s forgotten realms about twin tiefling sisters an alluring yet unsettling half
demonic race of outcasts rejected at birth and raised in a village of tiefling misfits farideh expects a life
without friends love or control over her destiny then she makes a pact with a devil named lorcan and everything
changes lorcan promises all she ever dreamed of and asks for nothing in return her twin sister havilar urges
farideh to resist the devil s sway but farideh s not so sure lorcan may be dangerous but the power he offers is
exhilarating in the ruins of neverwinter farideh s doubts get tangled up in a devilish snare six layers deep a
succubus playing human pawns against an otherworldly foe sees the twins as obstacles in her path and lorcan s
monstrous sisters have their eyes on the city and on farideh there s no time to question her pact with lorcan it
will take every ounce of farideh s newfound powers to get out of neverwinter alive brimstone angels is the first
book in the brimstone angels series titles in erin evans brimstone angels series brimstone angels brimstone angels
lesser evils the adversary fire in the blood ashes of the tyrant the devil you know

Dispatches from Anarres: Tales in Tribute to Ursula K. Le Guin
2017-03-07

in allison brennan s make them pay lucy kincaid and sean rogan are finally tying the knot two weeks before their
wedding a surprise visitor shows up at their door eden sean s estranged sister from europe she claims she s in
town for the wedding and wants to mend fences lucy invites eden to stay with them after all family is family but
her boss ssa noah armstrong knows far more about eden s sketchy past than he s let on while lucy is focused on her
investigation tracking down dozens of children sold through illegal adoptions noah begins a quiet investigation of
eden and her elusive twin liam he s certain that since they re both thieves they re here for a job or a heist but
they are up to something far more sinister than even noah can imagine liam has a score to settle with his family
and sean has something he wants the twins will do anything to get it including putting lucy s life in danger it ll
take everyone kincaids and rogans alike to stop liam before someone dies unfortunately liam s treachery has
unforeseen consequences for sean and lucy as a longtime enemy of the rogan family hellbent on revenge sees an
opportunity to make them all pay
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Brimstone Angels
2015-08-01

faq the x files faq explores chris carter s popular 1990s science fiction tv series which aired on fox for nine
seasons and inspired spin offs including feature films tv shows toys novels and comic books the book explores the
series in terms of its historical context and analyzes how many of the episodes tackle the events of their time
the clinton era the x files faq also tallies the episodes that are based on true stories selects touchstone
moments from the almost decade long run and organizes the series by its fantastic subject matter from serial
killers to aliens from prehistoric menaces to ethnic and religious based horrors in addition the book recalls the
tv antecedents kolchak the night stalker and descendants fringe of the x files examines the two feature films and
investigates chris carter s other creations including millennium the lone gunmen harsh realm and the after
featuring numerous stills and the show s most prominent writers and directors the x files faq allows readers to
relive the mytharc conspiracy and the unforgettable monsters of the week from the fluke man to the peacocks

Make Them Pay
2014-09-02

and the best performance as a skull goes to after years of hiding in the thackery family house sid the skeleton is
delighted to finally have his moment in the spotlight he s starring in a high school production of hamlet well not
so much starring in as being a prop at least part of him has a part he s using his head to play yorick of alas
poor yorick fame every day georgia thackery s daughter madison who s also in the play brings in his skull and
every night she takes him home until one night when he s accidentally left at school and hears the sounds of
someone being murdered but the next day there s no body and no one seems to be missing sid is not a numbskull he
knows what he heard georgia thinks he imagined it until a week later when a body is found now georgia and sid will
both need to keep their heads as they stick their necks out and play sleuth to catch the conscience of a killer

The X-Files FAQ
2015-05-19

artful rainwater design has three main parts first the book outlines five amenity focused goals that might be
highlighted in a project education recreation safety public relations and aesthetic appeal next it focuses on
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techniques for ecologically sustainable stormwater management that complement the amenity goals finally it
features diverse case studies that show how designers around the country are implementing principles of artful
rainwater design

The Skeleton Takes a Bow
2010-04-06

the author of yarn harlot returns with more hilarious personal stories about all the ups and downs of being a
knitter stephanie pearl mcphee a k a the yarn harlot returns to pen another hilarious insightful and poignant
collection of essays surrounding her favorite topics knitting knitters and what happens when you get those two
things anywhere near ordinary people free range knitters shares stories of knitting horrors and triumphs and
knitting successes and defeats but mostly it shares stories about the human condition that ring true for everyone
especially if you have to have a rather large amount of yarn in your house praise for yarn harlot stephanie pearl
mcphee turns both typical and unique knitting experiences into very funny and articulate prose meg swansen
schoolhouse press i laughed until my stitches fell helplessly from my needles lucy neatby author of cool socks
warm feet a sort of david sedaris like take on knitting laugh out loud funny most of the time and poignantly
reflective when it s not cracking you up library journal

Artful Rainwater Design
2015-08-25

in this lyrical debut ryan berg immerses readers in the gritty dangerous and shockingly underreported world of
homeless lgbtq teens in new york as a caseworker in a group home for disowned lgbtq teenagers berg witnessed the
struggles fears and ambitions of these disconnected youth as they resisted the pull of the street tottering
between destruction and survival focusing on the lives and loves of eight unforgettable youth no house to call my
home traces their efforts to break away from dangerous sex work and cycles of drug and alcohol abuse and in the
process to heal from years of trauma from bella s fervent desire for stability to christina s irrepressible dreams
of stardom to benny s continuing efforts to find someone to love him berg uncovers the real lives behind the
harrowing statistics over 4 000 youth are homeless in new york city 43 percent of them identify as lgbtq through
these stories berg compels us to rethink the way we define privilege identity love and family beyond the tears
bluster and bravado he reveals the force that allows them to carry on the irrepressible hope of youth
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Free-Range Knitter
2015-02-16

it was the winter of 1789 and all jack wanted was some peace jack hoped that the war wouldn t follow him into the
mountains of western north carolina just south of what would later become tennessee he prayed that his small shack
and the mountain air would grant him solace and the time he needed to heal his mind and body he had a wife and son
waiting for him after all all they wanted was a little fun elijah william and julius were always warned not to
venture into the mountains the dangers lurking within them were real it was better to stay behind doing chores
learning from their teacher master hicks and going to church but boys will be boys and a little bit of excitement
and danger is just what they need all it wanted was revenge the old indian trader sam knew just how dangerous the
mountains could be he knew of the shadow demons that slept fitfully in the darkness waiting hungrily for their
murderous revenge sam and his daughter dorothy had stood vigil against that day and hoped that the horrors of the
past would never come again now through accident or design that day has arrived

No House to Call My Home
2012-05-01

with fascinating insights into how both ordinary and famous cuban americans including desi arnaz oscar hijuelos
gloria estefan and josé kozer have lived life on the hyphen this is an expanded updated edition of the classic
award winning study of cuban american culture

The Revelation of Jack
2016-06-29

a study guide for art spiegelman s maus excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this concise study
guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions for
further reading and much more for any literature project trust novels for students for all of your research needs
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Life on the Hyphen
2022-08-01

humans are in danger of crossing a divide where their foothold on an earth once abundant in self willed otherness
is slipping away this is apparent with the sixth mass extinction climate change and the many breaches of planetary
boundaries bitter harvest brings clarity to this moment in history through a focus on economic order how it comes
to be what it is and the way it structures the relationship between humans and earth an unusual synergy of
disciplines evolutionary biology history economic systems analysis anthropology and deep ecology are tapped to
fully explore the emergence of an economic system that contextualized a duality between humans and earth
conversations that focus on capitalism and the industrial revolution are subsumed under the longer arc of history
and the system change that began with the cultivation of annual grains bitter harvest engenders a more critical
conversation about the complexity of the human relationship to earth and the challenge of altering the economic
trajectory that began with agriculture and has now reached its apogee in global capitalism

A Study Guide for Art Spiegelman's "Maus"
2014-10-14

the must read summary of tom hopkins book the official guide to success a personal success program this complete
summary of the ideas from tom hopkins book the official guide to success shows how everyone lives by a set of
programmed self instructions the real effectiveness of these occurs when they move from your conscious to your
subconscious in his book the author explains that you can either live by a random set of instructions that have
been put into your life by chance or you can take control and program yourself for success this summary reveals
how you can develop a system of deliberately chosen self instructions gain control over your future and achieve
anything you want added value of this summary save time understand key concepts expand your business knowledge to
learn more read the official guide to success and discover how you can take control of your fate and effectively
achieve success

Bitter Harvest
2013-06-04

this wide ranging collection organizes pop culture s greatest hits including movies books comic books songs and
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podcasts into hilarious provocative and weirdly edifying top ten lists

Summary: The Official Guide to Success
2017-10-17

a sweet and sexy romp that will leave you smiling from ear to ear rt book reviews top pick an overnight
billionaire when carson frost inherits a confectionary that rakes in billions but is too cash strapped to last
another sixty days he agrees to take a loan from his late father s rival there are two catches carson has to sign
over a permanent stake in the company and marry the man s daughter concocts a fake bride two weeks before the
wedding he gets cold feet and claims he s in love with someone else the investor says he ll still hand over the
cash if carson takes a stroll down the aisle with the woman who owns his heart since he isn t even dating anyone
carson panics where is he going to find a bride willing to jilt him at the altar on such short notice and whips up
a little love ella hope is an actress happy for any paying gig but jilting a hottie in public isn t what she had
in mind still she needs rent and he s in a bind how hard can it be while playing at matrimony suddenly their
intimacy isn t so fake ella can t help but fantasize that carson is her groom and they will live happily ever
after but once his company is safe will he want her anymore misadventures is a romantic series of spicy standalone
novels each written or co written by some of the best names in romance the stories are scandalous refreshing and
of course incredibly sexy they re the perfect bedside read a quick blush for the reader who loves a page turning
romance

Super Pop!
2012-09-01

charlie had his chocolate factory stanley yelnats had his holes leo has the wacky amazing whippet hotel now that
leo has uncovered a few secrets behind the wacky whippet hotel he ll have to save it leo has explored the zany
wonderful whippet hotel from basement to top floor with trains flying goats and mazes among other things in
between but even leo doesn t know every secret of the whippet and when he discovers that there s more beneath the
hotel than he d thought it doesn t take long for more adventures to unfold
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Misadventures of a Backup Bride
2018-02-23

the official guide to success is a dynamic success system proven to bring you greater wealth direction self
confidence and fulfillment this book is packed with motivation and inspiration from tom hopkins developed during
his record breaking sales career overcome emotional roadblocks that have kept you from acting on your real hopes
dreams and ambitions this remarkable approach will help you achieve long term happiness success and wealth these
are just some of the many things you will discover in the official guide to success why it makes more sense to
work smarter and not harderhow to use what tom calls self instructions to gain control over situations in your
lifehow to find yourself and win through a special life planning techniquestrategies for training your
subconscious mind for heavy problem solvingthe three basic steps to wealth using tom s explosive success secrets
you will find yourself blasting through roadblocks rewiring bad habits and unleashing your inner genius after you
read this book you will be a different person you ll think differently and because of having better stronger
thought processes you ll act differently success it s something we all wish for but for many success eludes them
for others it seems to fall into their laps are some people just luckier than others no success is by design and
probably the best person you could learn the secrets to success from is a salesperson who once struggled but
figured out the answers for himself a salesperson s income be it big or small is based on his or her mind set
daily the salesperson must enter the lion s den of business to convince total strangers to exchange their money
for goods and services and daily the salesperson must overcome his or her fears and the punishing sting of
rejection winners take all in this field the most accomplished earn staggering incomes develop rewarding networks
of friends and live the american dream this message isn t about learning how to sell no it s about discovering tom
hopkins decades worth of hard won success secrets to create your ideal life and unlimited opportunities for more
fun and advancement

Floors #2: 3 Below
2015-07-28

a new novel from a master of comic fantasy tom holt same as the old evil but with better pr mordak isn t bad as
far as goblin kings go but when someone or something starts pumping gold into the human kingdoms it puts his rule
into serious jeopardy suddenly he s locked in an arms race with a species whose arms he once considered merely
part of a calorie controlled diet helped by an elf with a background in journalism and a masters degree in being
really pleased with herself mordak sets out to discover what on earth if indeed that s where he is is going on he
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knows that the truth is out there if only he could remember where he put it

The Official Guide to Success
2019-10-26

running away never felt so right ruby finalist romantic book of the year contemporary romance category 2020 a r r
a finalist favorite contemporary romance 2019 a r r a finalist favorite romance cover 2019 the island escape
series book 2 of this series of standalone romances read in any order sabrina gray runs away to the caribbean to
escape the trauma of her sister s death and the wreckage of her surgical career an accident results in her waking
far out to sea on a yacht with a handsome stranger ben ryan out of work billionaire and turtle conservation
volunteer is sailing to an isolated coral cay with much needed equipment he is both suspicious of and drawn to the
sad eyed stowaway on his boat doubts rise as does the tension between them why won t he turn the boat around why
is she so cagey about her life ben is shot by egg thieves and sabrina finds herself face to face with her worst
nightmare will she miss out on her one chance at love and redemption the island escape series book 1 tropic storm
charlotte jack book 2 stowaway sabrina ben book 3 island fling antonia tyler christmas novella catching snow ryan
lisa terrific read this author has a great voice that s unique and enticing stella quinn brings you the first
three of her award winning island escape series tropic storm won the rwa sapphire award in 2019 stowaway came
second in the rwa emerald award in 2018 and island fling won the valerie parv award in 2018

The Good, The Bad and The Smug
2018-04-13

all cookie james wanted was a romantic island picnic with her sexy handyman dylan creed what she got was a lobster
trap full of drugs as an ex fbi agent cookie s determined to hand the evidence off to local authorities and stay
out of the fray but when a package arrives with a gory warning she has no choice but to call in her former partner
hunter o neil and investigate the case hunter s arrival brings more than crime fighting expertise he d like his
connection to cookie to finally be more than professional there s no denying the sparks between them except with
dylan in the picture cookie s realizing someone else might be lighting her fire unfortunately her love life is
going to have to wait between kidnappings attempted murder and stolen kisses cookie james has a case to solve
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Stowaway
1995

truthful and empowering booklist from amy reed ellen hopkins amber smith nina lacour sandhya menon and more of
your favorite ya authors comes an outstanding anthology school library connection of essays that explore the
diverse experiences of injustice empowerment and growing up female in america this collection of twenty one essays
from major ya authors including award winning and bestselling writers touches on a powerful range of topics
related to growing up female in today s america and the intersection with race religion and ethnicity sure to
inspire hope and solidarity to anyone who reads it our stories our voices belongs on every young woman s shelf
this anthology features essays from martha brockenbrough jaye robin brown sona charaipotra brandy colbert somaiya
daud christine day alexandra duncan ilene wong i w gregorio maurene goo ellen hopkins stephanie kuehnert nina
lacour anna marie lclemore sandhya menon hannah moskowitz julie murphy aisha saeed jenny torres sanchez amber
smith and tracy walker

A Walk on the Dead Side
2018-08-14

eight years ago max langdon disappeared from beth s life without a trace now he s back rich persistent and
gorgeous beth doesn t want anything to do with him she has a mortgage to pay and a good job as a cocktail waitress
at the exclusive silver cross club and the last thing she needs is max s particular brand of excitement but when
max reveals he has a lead on their long lost mutual friend beth has to take the chance as they slowly rekindle
their relationship beth begins to discover that she doesn t really know max at all if she turns him away she ll
miss out on the love of a lifetime but if she lets him back into her heart she risks losing everything

The Resourceful Writer
2015-04-20

part memoir part explosive window into the mind of a catfisher a thrilling personal account of three women coming
face to face with an internet predator and teaming up to expose them in 2011 three successful and highly educated
women fell head over heels for the brilliant and charming ethan schuman unbeknownst to the others each exchanged
countless messages with ethan staying up late into the evenings to deepen their connections with this fascinating
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man his detailed excuses about broken webcams and complicated international calling plans seemed believable as did
last minute trip cancellations after all why would he lie ethan wasn t after money he never convinced his marks to
shell out thousands of dollars for some imagined crisis rather he ensnared these women in a web of intense
emotional intimacy after the trio independently began to question inconsistencies in their new flame s stories
they managed to find one another and uncover a greater deception than they could ve ever imagined as anna akbari
and the women untangled their catfish s web they found other victims and realized that without a proper crime
there was no legal reason for ethan to ever stop there is no ethan catalogues akbari s experience as both victim
and observer by looking at the bigger picture of where these stories unfold a world where technology mediates our
relationships where words and images are easily manipulated and where truth reality and identity have become
slippery terms akbari gives a page turning and riveting examination of why stories like ethan s matter for us all

Our Stories, Our Voices
2024-06-04

whodunits don t come much funnier fans of offbeat comic mysteries will be richly rewarded publishers weekly
starred review georgia thackery is feeling pretty good about her summer job teaching at prestigious overfeld
college and she s renting a rustic cabin right by a lake for herself her daughter madison and her best friend sid
the skeleton together again the trio are enjoying the quiet when a teenager named jen shows up looking for her
friend georgia doesn t recognize the name but she learns that the person jen was looking for is actually sid sid
reveals that he and jen are part of a regular online gaming group that formed locally and one of their members has
gone missing sid admits that he might have bragged about his investigative prowess enough so that jen wants him to
find their missing player given that sid doesn t have many friends offline none really unless you count the
thackery family georgia agrees to help they manage to discreetly enlist jen who lives in town and follow the clues
to a dead buddy now they ve got a killer on their hands probing the life of sid s friend they realize a lot is
wrong both on campus and in the seemingly quaint town and someone doesn t want them looking deeper you ll love the
adventures of this unexpected mystery solving duo charlaine harris 1 new york times bestselling author

The Billionaire's Allure
2018-11-06

in the 1 new york times bestselling thriller that inspired the tv series king maxwell two private investigators
dig into a killer s past but when their search threatens powerful enemies it could cost them their lives edgar roy
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an alleged serial killer is awaiting trial he faces almost certain conviction sean king and michelle maxwell are
called in by roy s attorney sean s old friend and mentor ted bergin to help work the case but their investigation
is derailed when sean and michelle find bergin murdered it is now up to them to ask the questions no one seems to
want answered is roy a killer who murdered bergin the more they dig into roy s past the more they encounter
obstacles half truths dead ends false friends and escalating threats from every direction their persistence puts
them on a collision course with the highest levels of the government and the darkest corners of power in a
terrifying confrontation that will push sean and michelle to their limits the duo may be permanently parted

There Is No Ethan
2011-04-19

what would you do if you knew you wouldn t get caught unwind with this steamy love story told as a 12 part serial
each book is about the length of a glass of wine or a soak in the tub isla foster and colin jackman are strangers
desperate to escape the daily grind of life they each accept an anonymous invitation to a masquerade ball one of
the most prestigious events in new york city there they are given lavish costumes false identities and an
opportunity to take part in a seductive game if they accept using the aliases grace and marlowe they ll meet each
month for a year in a series of secret rendezvous consequence free no one will ever know where they go or what
they do as long as they follow three simple rules 1 they must never know the other s identity 2 they must only
meet at the prearranged times and places 3 they must not fall in love what could possibly go wrong you ll be
hooked from the opening scene victoria barbour usa today bestselling author a selection of reviews masquerade
reads like a piece of chocolate after dinner it goes down smoothly and leaves you craving more amazing fantasy
getaway perfect rainy day read ms francis is a skillful storyteller she quickly captured the attention of this
fussy reader and held my interest through to the end hard to put down absolutely phenomenal each part is better
written than the last i enjoyed this book as another fun diversion from my busy life it has excellent
characterization and i was pulled into the story intrigued to know what would happen next absolutely love this
format of delivery for a book oh masquerade you have my attention now i voluntarily reviewed this book i really
like this book the characters were believable the story had some mystery and i liked where the series was going to
go with the masquerade themes i especially liked how this story was as long as a glass of wine i didn t test that
but it was as long as a short stint on the beach now i want to see what happens in the next few stories this first
instalment hooked me in every way interesting opening great detail fully fleshed major characters each with a
problematical life situation and minus my pet peeve poor editing this instalment is expertly written and edited so
there are no grammatical errors or typos to weaken distract from the story kudos to ms francis i look forward to
reading more what a fun escape these first two books are i just finished part 2 and am left hanging in suspense
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and anxiously awaiting part 3 to be delivered this is a unique way to read for me and i love it come on part 3

The Skeleton Makes a Friend
2021-02-02

a heart pounding romantic suspense thriller from nyt usa today best selling author kym grosso dive into the
mysterious and alluring world of club altura risk danger seduction big wave surfer seth tremaine loves living life
on the edge waking up on an unfamiliar yacht in the middle of the ocean with an intriguing woman by his side
usually meant he was about to have a good time but it soon becomes clear ominous storms are headed his way
determined to protect her and unearth the truth he becomes entangled in a dangerous web of international secrets
tempting fate seth introduces her into the adventurous world of club altura and discovers she s the biggest the
rush he d ever had kaimana keahi hadn t planned on saving the charismatic surfer but the day he d plummeted into
the churning water her reflexes took over and she made the decision not only to save him but to ask for his help
doing so that day had thwarted her plan to attack a lethal crime boss but it may have been blessing in disguise
trusting her instincts once again kaimana confides in sexier than sin entrepreneur and shares her plans to take
down the syndicate that s responsible for her mentor s disappearance trusting seth with her life she falls for him
as he tests her limits and teaches her the meaning of adventure in the dangerous world international corporate
espionage monsters are exposed and those that seek to stop them are hunted as seth and kaimana discover the nature
of the beast that comes for them they must learn to trust each other in the face of death across the span of the
pacific ocean and beyond will they make it in time to save her mentor and the countless other victims as seth
meets his greatest challenge he must determine if the seductive stranger worth the risk club altura romance carnal
risk wicked rush riptide solstice burn hard asset the immortals of new orleans kade s dark embrace luca s magic
embrace tristan s lyceum wolves logan s acadian wolves léopold s wicked embrace dimitri lost embrace jax jake
quintus hunter christmas embrace viktor julian witches of willistown second chance hex

The Sixth Man
2013-09-03

a woman discovers the literal skeleton in her family s closet in the first family skeleton mystery moving back
into her parents house with her teenage daughter had not been georgia thackery s plan a but when she got a job at
the local college it seemed the sensible thing to do so she settled in and began reconnecting with old friends
including sid sid is the thackery family s skeleton he s lived in the house as long as georgia can remember
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although no one including sid knows exactly where he came from and how he came to be a skeleton sid walks he talks
he makes bad jokes he tries to keep georgia s dog from considering him a snack and he manages to persuade georgia
to let him leave the house but when she takes him to an anime convention disguised as a skeleton of course he sees
a woman who triggers memories of his past now he is determined to find out how he died with georgia s help but
their investigation may uncover a killer who s still alive and well and bad to the bone

Masquerade: The Complete Series

Riptide

A Skeleton in the Family
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